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Sri – Om
VEDIC MATHEMATICS AWARENESS YEAR
E-Newsletter Issue no 149 dated 02-04-2015
Information :- It is for information that Sh. Gourav Budhiraja has joined our team of
organizers). Sh. Gourav Budhiraja is graduate and has completed industrial accountant
course. He is a Vipasana Teacher. He has deep insight of human physiology and motivational
effects upon physiology and physiology of Vipasana meditation.
(Organizers Dr. S. K. Kapoor, Sh. Rakesh Bhatia, Sh. Bhim Sein Khanna,
Sh. Deepak Girdhar, Sh. Gourav Budhiraja)
For previous issues and further more information visit at www.vedicganita.org

oSfnd xf.kr

Vedic Mathematics

(lw;Z jf’e;ks dk xf.kr)

(Sunlight format Mathematics)

I. Devnagri alphabet II. Jad Bharat
I. nsoukxjh o.kZekyk II. tM+ Hkjr
III. Creation of letters IV. 5 x 5 format V.
III. o.kksZ dh mRifr IV. Ikaphdj.k
Transcendental code value VI. Along
V. T;ksfr O;wg vad VI. vk czg~e~
organization format of elongated first
Hkqou yksd VII cht v{kj VIII Jh Y vowel VII Seeds syllables VIII Sri Om
IX Devnagrai script X Raif (letter: second
IX nsoukxjh fyfi X jsQ XI ,d

o.kZekyk ls nwljh o.kZekyk rd
XII xf.kr lw=ks dk LFkkiR; vk/kkj
XIII vk/kk jsQ
XIV

xq: o f’k"; 'kCnks dh lajpuk
xq: 'kCn dh lajpuk fuEufyf[kr pkj
o.kksZ dk mi;ksx djrh gSA
1 2 3 4
x m j~ Å
3 3 3 6

Antstha) XI From one alphabet to another
alphabet XII Sathapatya basis of Ganita
Sutras XIII Half second antstha letter
XIV
Words formulations ‘xq: ok
and Shisya

f’k";’ / Guru

Word formulation ‘xq: ok f’k";’ / Guru
and Shisya avails following four letters.

1 2 3 4
x m j~ Å
3 3 3 6
Here it would be relevant to note that this

;gk ;s KkrO; gks fd ;s lajpuk word formulation is of following two
fuEufyf[kr nks v{kjks okyh gS
syllables
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^1* xq ^3] 3*
^2* : ^3] 6*

^1* xq ^3] 3*
^2* : ^3] 6*

;gk ;s Hkh KkrO; gks fd T;ksfr O;w`g
ewY;vadks dk xf.kr lqiku vk;keks ds
la;ksxks dk xf.kr gS ftlds vuqlkj ^3
x 3* = 5 gksrk gSA

Here it would be relevant to note that
transcendental code values mathematics is
of the values of dimensional synthesis
Mathematics. As per which 3 x 3 = 5

vkxs ^3 x 3 x 3* = 6 gksrk gS rFkk
vkSj vkxs ^3 x 3 x 3 x 3* =
[(3,3,3), 6)] = 6= 4 ;k 8, rFkk mudk
e/; N% o e/; dk e/; ikapA

Ahead 3

x3x3=6
And ahead of it
^3 x 3 x 3 x 3* = [(3,3,3), 6)] = 6=
4 or 8 and its middle six or five.

Like that composition of word
bl rjg ls xq: 'kCn dh lajpuk cgqr
formulation ‘Guru’ is of many
gh xqá lajpuk gSA rFkk bls tkuus
le>us ok viukus dh vko’;drk gSA internal orbits and orbitals. Need is
to understand comprehend and to
adopt the same.
vkSj blh vuqlkj ^f’k";* 'kCn dh And like that parallel coordinated
ljapuk dks Hkh tkuus le>us ok formulation ‘f’k";’ as well deserve
viukus dh vko’;drk gSA
to be understood, comprehended
and to be adopted.
^f’k";* 'kCn dh ljapuk es ikap o.kksZ
dk fuEufyf[kr ikap o.kksZ dk mi;ksx
Word formulation ‘Shishye’ avails
gqvk gSA
following five letters.
1 2 3 4 5
'k~ b "k~ ;~ v
2 2 6 1 1

1 2 3 4 5
'k~ b "k~ ;~ v
2 2 6 1 1

^f’k";* 'kCn dh ljapuk Hkh fuEufyf[kr
This formulation is a composition
nks v{kjks okyh gSA
of following two syllables.
1
2
1
2
f'k~ ";
f'k~ ";
2+2 6 +1 +1
2+2 6 +1 +1
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T;ksfr O;wg ewY; vadks dh lksiku The transcendental code values
vk;keks ds xf.kr ds vuqlkj ewY;ks dk Mathematics as values of spatial
vorj.k bl izdkj gSA
dimensional synthesis comes to be
as under.
(2, 2) = 4
(2, 2) = 4
(2, 2, 2) = 6
(2, 2, 2) = 6
(2, 2, 2, 2) = 8
(2, 2, 2, 2) = 8
blls vkxs bu ewY;ks dh m/oZ xfr dk Ahead the transcendental (upward)
xf.kr Ja[kyk vadks dk dze bl rjg
values sequence is as under
gSA
(20, 21, 22, 23, ---)
(20, 21, 22, 23, ---)
;gk ;s Hkh KkrO; gks fd vk/kkj ij
T;ksfrO;wg padz ewY; vadks ds vuqlkj
lksiku vk;keks dk la;ksx ewY; vad bl
izdkj dzec} gksrs gS
(1) =1, (1, 1) = 3, (1, 1, 1) = 6, --bl rjg ls f'k"; 'kCn dh ljapuk dks
vkjksgh rFkk vojksgh dze ls tkudj
ge l`f"VdrkZ czg~e~k dh l`f"V dh
tkudkjh j[kus okys f’k"; vkxs xq:
d`ik ls f’koyksd dh fo|k dh vkjk/kuk
lk/kuk lfgr dj ldrs gSA
*

Here it also would be relevant to
note that at base transcendental
code values of linear dimensions
comes to be as under
(1) =1, (1, 1) = 3, (1, 1, 1) = 6, --Here it also would be relevant to
note that by approaching the word
formulation ‘Shishye’ in its both
orientations of sequential decrease,
as well as sequential increase we
can have a reach for the format of
creations of Lord Brahma, creator
the supreme and on its basis
Shishye can with the grace of guru
be on the transcendental path of
attaining
the
transcendental
enlightenment
of
Shiv
lok
/transcendental domain presided
by Lord Shiv

---dze’k
02&04&2015

Mk- lUr dqekj diwj 02-04-2015

*
…to be continued
Dr. Sant Kumar Kapoor

